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The interaction of TFIIIA with deletion fragments of X)W%us 5S RNA has been quantified
using a nitrocellulos filter binding assay. TFllIA binding was found to be more sensitive to the
deletion of nucleotides from the 5' torminus of the 5$ RNA as opposed to the 3' terminus. These
effects have been correlated to the changes in RNA secondary structure resulting from the
deletions. Nuclootides 1 1- 108 of the intact 5S RNA provide the necessary sequnce and
conformational information required for the binding of TFI I IA. Synthetic 5S RNA genes have
been constructed so that In vltro transcription with T7 RNA polymerase yields mature 5S RNA.
The transcription factor has a higher affinity for somatic vs. ooyte 5S RNA, similar to the
differential affinity of TFIIIA for the two ges. Binding studies with chimeric SS RNA
molocules indicated that the increased binding strength of somatic 5S RNA is conferred by
nuclootide substitutions in the 5' half of the molecule.

mNTROD
TFIIIA has a dual biological role in the Xsn'pus oocyte. It acts as a positive transcription

factor, binding to an internal control region and modulating the expression of the X&us SS
RAgenes during oogenesis [1-41. The protein also forms a specific 7S RNP complex with
newly synthesized 5$ RNA, stabilizing the RNA for storag in the cytoplasm of immature oocytes
[5,61. As a result of thess functions, TFIIIA binds specifically to DNA and RNA, two nucleic
acids which have distinctly different conformations. However, there is now evidence which
suggests that the DNA binding site for TFIIIA may adopt an A'-RNA like double helix [7,8].
Recent studies on the sequence and structure of TFI I IA Indicate that this protein contains a
repeating domaln [9,10] which forms an unusual structure descrIbed as a 'metal- binding
finger' [ 10]. This structure may account in particular for properties required for the function
of TFIIIA as a transcription factor [ 101, and appears to be a conserved feature of other putative
DNA binding proteins [1 1- 141. Such a structure may also facilitate the interaction of the
protein with 5S RNA [14].

The DNA binding properties of TFIIIA have been studied extensively and recently svral
groups have begun to Investigate the RNA binding properties of this protein. Chemical and
nucleoae probes have been used to map the protein binding region on SS RNA in the isolated 7S
RNP particle [ 15- 18], and also in reconstituted particles [ 181. Several assays hae been used
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to demonstrate that TFIIIA is capable of binding to a variety of oukaryotic 5S RNA molecules
[ 18-21 ]. Thermodynamic and kinetic parameters for the RNA binding activity of the
transcription factor have been determined using a nitrocellulose filter binding assay [ 18]. The
protein binds X&xp&s oocyto 5S RNA with a dissociation constant (Kd) of 1 nM, and complex
formation is favoured by both enthalpy and entropy. Approximately 5 ionic bonds are formed
between the protein and RNA, although ca. 70% of the free energV of complex formation Is
derived from non-ionic Interactions (18].

In the present study, we have used the filter binding assay to compare several aspects of the
RNA binding properties of TFI I IA with those already determined for the DNA binding activity.
We have mesured the effect that deleting nuclootides from the 5' and 3' ends of fxpils oocyte
5S RNA has both on the structure of the RNA and on its interaction with TFI I IA. A series of
cloned X#su 5S RNA genes have been constructed which can be transcribed with T7 RNA
polymerase to produce pg amounts of fully mature 5S RNA. Several synthetic 5S RNAs have
been used to lnvestigate the structural basis for the difference In the TFI I IA binding affinities of
somatic and ocyte 5S RNA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materlais

Reagents required for the chemical synthesis of oligonuclootides by the -
cyanoethylphosphoramidite method were purchased from Biosearch. Restriction enzymes were
purchased from either Pharmacia or Boehringer- Mannheim, T4 polynucleotide kinase was
purchased from USB Biochemicals, T4 DNA ligase was purchased from New England Biolabs, and
AMY reverse transcriptass was purchased from Life Sciences. [a-32P] OTP and [Ir32PJ ATP
were purchased from New England Nuclear. T7 RNA polymerase was purified by a published
procedure [ 22) from Ea7.'c strain BL2 1 /AR 1 219 kindly provided by Dr. F. W. Studier.
Preparation of TFI I IA

The 7S RNP particle was isolated from the ovaries of immature X /Iwvs (Xenopus I, Ann
Arbor, MI) using a publishod procedure (23]. TFIIIA was prepared from the 7S RNP using a
modification [ 18] of the procedure of Smith at,1 [(22].
Binding Studies with TF I I IA

Nitrooellulose filter binding assays were conducted as described elsewhere ( 18]. For
competition assays, the TFI I IA concentration was constant at 1 nM, the concentration of 32p_
laelled wheat germ 5S RNA was 0.5 nM, and competitor RNA concentration was varied between
0.1-20 nM. All other details of the competition assays are described In Ref. 18.
Prparation of frments of X&pLfs 5S RNA

XAwqu ooWte 5S RNA was prepared from 7S RNP by phenol extraction and purified by
Sephacryl S-200 column chromatography (251. An aliquot of 5S RNA ( 45 pg) was dissolved In
20 Il of a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 20 mM MgCl2, 0.2 M NaCl and digested
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for 60 mIn. at 4 *C with either 1.25 ng of RNase A, 1.25 U of RNseT2 .or 50 U of RNase T 1.
The reactions were Immediately frozen on dry ice and lyophilized. Each digest was reoonstituted
in 10 pi of a sample buffer oontaining 8M urea and 0.02X xylens cyanol and bromophenol blue
and then was purified on a 7M ureo - 15% polyacrylamide gel. Fragments were detected by UV
shadowing, and gel slices containing RNA were eluted for 12 hours at room temperature In 0.5
ml of 0.5 M ammonium acetate, 0.1 SDS and 1 mM EDTA. Fragments were recovered by
ethanol precipitation.

Thes RNA fragments were 5'-end labelled using [r32P] ATP and polynucliotide kinass
[261, and were then repurified on denaturing polyacrylamide gels. The identity of each
fragment was obtained by partial enzymatic sequencing [27] and terminal nucleotide analysis
[281.
Construction of clored 5S RNA genes

SS RNA genes were constructed using a modification of the method of 'micro-scale ligation'
developed by Chambon Ofe1[29]. The cloed s were synthesi a series of
oligonucleotides which were subsequently annealed and ligated into pUCi 8 (Figure lA).
Oligonucliotides were synthesized by the phosphits method [30] using a Bioarch 8600 DNA
synthesizer and were purified by gel electrophoresis and reverse phase chromatography [ 31 ].
An aliquot of each oligomer (5 Pg) was phosphorylated by Incubating at 37 C for 60 min. In 60
pi of a buffer containing 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 10 mM MQCl2, 10 mM DTT, 50 pg/ml BSA, 0. 1
mM ATP and 3 units of T4 polynucleotide kin. The reaction was diluted into 1 ml TE (10 mM
Tris-HCl pH 8, 1 mM EDTA) buffer, and the oligonucleotides were repurified by ryevrse phase
chromatography [31 ], and stored as 10 pM solutions at -20 C. Oligonuclootides (0.5 pmol)
were annealed by Incubating for 1 hour at 37 *C in 8 gl of 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM
MgC12, 20 mM DTT, 0.1 mM spermidine and 1 mM ATP. pUCI 8 (0.1 pmol) that had previously
been digested with Eco RI and Bam HI was edded along with 200 units of T4 DNA ligase, and
Incubation was continued owrnight at 20 "C. The roection was then heated to 70 "C for 10 min.
to inactivate ligase, and then 20 gl of Kpn I buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM M0l2, 1
mM DTT, 0.01 X Triton-X 100) was edded along with 10 units of the restriction nuclease Kpn 1.
After incubation at 37 "C for 60 minutes, 5-10 pl of the reaction was used to transform £ cW/t
strain JM105 made competent by CaCl2 treadment [32]. Bacteria carrying plasmid DNA were
selected on the basis of ampicillin resistanen. For screening purposes, minipreparations of
plasmid DNA were made from 10 isolates [ 321, and the DNA was analyzed both for the presence
of a new Dra I restriction site, and the ability to produce 5S RNA transcripts. The correct
sequenc of each clone was verified by dideoxy nucleotide sequencing of super coiled plasmid DNA
using the M 3 reverse sequencing primer and roerse transcriptase [33]. In general, we found
that 40-70% of plasmids from minipreparations oontained the correct sequec.
Synthesis of RNA from cloned gns

a) Linearization of Plasmid DNA. In the case of the pXls, pXlo, pXls-5'chimer and pXlo-
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5'chimer plasmids, 25 pg of plasmid DNA was dissolved in 100 p1 of 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5,
10 MM M9C12, 1 mM DTT and 100 g/mi BSA and digested with 50 units of the restriction
ondonuclease Dra I for 60 minutes at 37 *C. The extent of digestion was analyzed by
electrophoresis of an aliquot of the reaction mixture on a 1 Z agarose gel. The reaction was then
extracted with 100 p1 of phenol:CHCI3 followed by two extractions with I 00 p1 of CHC13. The
DNA was recovered by ethanol precipitation and redissolved in TE to give a solution of 1 pg/pl.

In order to produce suitable templates for the production of 3' truncated 5S RNA fragments,
pXlo- 108 was digested to oompletion with either Stu g, Fok I or Bst NI, following the protocol
outlined above for Dra I digestion, but using buffers optimal for each restriction enzyme. These
were: Stu g, 6 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.9, 50mM NaCl, 6mM MgCl2, 5mt DTT, 0.01% Triton X-
100; Fok g, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM MgC12, 20 mM KCl, 5 mM DTT, I00gg/ml BSA;
Bst NI, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 6 mM Mg1Cl2, 20 mM KCI, 5 mM DTT, 100 g/ml BSA.

b) Synthesis of internally labelled RNA. A final volume of 10 p1 contained: 40 mM Tris-HCl
pH 8, 15 MM MgCl2, 5 mM DTT, 1 mM spermidine, 100 gg/ml BSA, 1000 U/ml RNasin
(Promega Biotec), 0.5 mM each ATP, CTP, UTP, 0.0125 mM GTP, 50 pCi [a-32P] GTP (600
Cl/mmol), 1 pg of linearized template DNA, and 0.6 pg T7 RNA polymerase. The reaction was
incubated for 2.5 hours at 37 C, then 10 p1 of urea-dye sample buffer was added and the RNA
was purified on a 8M urea, 1 2X polyacrylamide gel.

TABLE 1. Relatlie Binding Strengths of Truncated Fragments of )O%pus oocyte 5S RNA

RNA Binding Strength8

1-121 1.00

5' Truncates:

10-121b 0.75
40-118 0.14
50-118 0.08
74-118 0.06

3' Truncates:

1-108 0.90
1- 98 0.80
1- 69 0.40

Other RNAs

0cell SS RNA 0.25
Yest tRNAphe (0.01

'Relative binding strength Is dafined as the ratio of KO(fragment)/K(aocyte SS RNA)
bDwrlved from somatic 5S RNk Relative binding strength compared to Intact somatic 5S RNA
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c) Synthesis of unlabeled RNA. A final volume of 200 pi contained: 40 mM Tris-HCl pH 8,
15 mM MgCl2, 5 mM DTT, 1 mM spermidine, I00 g/ml BSA, 1000 U/mi RNasin, 1 mM oech
ATP, CTP, UTP, GTP, 8 pg linearized template DNA, and 3 pg T7 RNA polymerase. After
Incubation for 90 min. at 37 C, the reaction was extracted with 200 gi of phenol:CHC13
followed by extraction with 200 pl of CHC13. The crude RNA was ethanol precipitated, and then
redissolved in 50 pi TE. 5S RNA was separated from template DNA and unincorporated
nuclootides by gel permeation HPLC using a BioRad TSK- 125 column (7.5 mm X 30 cm) and an
elution buffer of 0.2 M sodium acetate, 1S methanol pH 6. Yields of pure 5S RNA were
typically 30-50 pg.
Structural Analysis of RNA Frgments

An aliquot of 5,-32p labelled RNA was incubated with various nucleases for 20 minutes at
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Figure 1. A. Afaous 5S RNA genes were constructed from oligonucleotides A-J using the
microscale shot gun ligation method [29]. Ligation polnts are Indicated by the vertical lines.
After ligation, the reaction mixture is digested with Kpn I to linearize any re-sealed pUCI 8
voctor before transformation. B. Sequnce of the non-coding strand from constructs used in this
study. The top four lines represent the four 5S RNA genes. The horizontal line in pXls-wt,
pXls-5' and pXlo-5' indicate the Identical snce to pXlo-wt. Cleavage of these plasmids with
Dra I and subsequent In /t/v transcription with T7 RNA polymerase yields a 121 nucleotide
long 5S RNA transcript. The bottom line indicts the sequence of the non-coding strand for
pXlo- 108, a construct used to produce 5$ RNA fragments truncotd at the 3' torminus. The
sequence is Identical to pXlo-wt from positions + 1 to + 108. Vertical arrows indicate the end
point of transcripts produced when this plasmid is digested with Bst NI ( 1-69), Fok I ( 1-98)
andStul (1-108).
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Figure 2. Titration of RNA fragments with TFIIIA under equilibrium binding conditions. RNA
molecules were: A. 5S RNA (o), 40-118 (A), 50- 118 (O), and 74- 118 (0). B. 5S RNA
(0)X 1-108(A), 1-98(0), 1-69(e).

20 *C In a 1.5 ml eppendorf tube containing 100 pi of TMK buffer (20 mM Tris-HCJ pH 7.5, 5
mMMMCl2, I 00 mM KC1) and 10 g carrier tRNA. The nuclesesemployed were: T 1 (0. 1, 1
unit), T2 (0.01, 0.1 unit), A (0. 1, 1 ng) and V 1 (0.35, 0.7 unit). The reaction mixtures
were then extracted with 100 pi of phenol:CHC13, and the RNA was recovered from the aqueous
phase by ethanol precipitation. The RNA was redissolved In 5 gi of urea-dye buffer, heat
denatured and analyzed on a 8M urea, 12% polyacrylamide sequencing gel.

RESULTS
1. Blnding of Truncated 5S RNA Molecules to TFI I IA

The results of footprinting experiments reported by several groups indicate that TFI I IA binds

ooSyte5RNA in the region between nuclootides 52-1 10 [15- 18]. In order to determine
whether this region of the RNA molecule contains all of the structural and sequence information
required for the specific binding of TF II IA, we have measured the Ka values for the binding of
truncated Xe.Wes cocyte 5S RNA molecules to the transcription factor. Figure 2A shows the
results of a nitrocellulose filter binding assay used to measure the affinity of 5' truncated RNA
molecules for TFIIIA. It is apparent that even 5S RNA fragments containing all of the putative
binding sequence have a significantly rduced affinity for TFIIIA. The reduction in the binding of
RNA fragments is not the result of degradation of the RNA upon incubation with TFI I IA: the
Integrity of RNA fragments after incubation with 10 nM TFIIIA was checked by denaturing gel
electrophoresis, and in each case less than 2% of the RNA was deraded. The results obtained
from svral determinations with all of the 5' truncated fragments are prosented in Table 1.
While the loss of 10 nuclootides results in a molecule that has retained 75X of the binding
actllty of the Intact 5S RNA, the further loss of 30 nucleotides has reduced the binding affinity
to less than 1 5%. The loss of additional nuclootides simply reduces the binding activity further,
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Figure 3. Autoradlogram of a non-dnturing polyacrylarmide gel showing the exchange
properties of 3' dletion fragments of 5S RNA. Incubations were: 1. 5S RNA, 2. 5S RNA + 7S
RNP; 3. 1-108, 4. 1-108 + 7S RNP; 5. 1-98, 6. 1-98 + 7S RNP; 7. 1-69, 8. 1-69 + 7S
RNP.

until the Ka approaches that measured for the nonspecific binding of yest tRNAPhe to TFI I IA
[18].

The 5' truncated fragments were produc by limited nuclease cleavage of XwWus oocyte 5S
RNA. This method did not yield any useful 3' truncates of SS RNA, and a different approach was
used to study the effects of 3' deletion on TF II IA binding. A synthetic gene was oonstructed with a
unique Stu I site introduced at nuclootide + 108 of the X&xpas oocyte 5S RNA sequence (Figure
1 B). Cleavaeo of plasmid pXlo- 108 by Stu I followed by In vitro transcription with T7 RNA
polymerase yielded a derivative of the oocyte 5S RNA molecule oontaining only nuclootides 1-
108. Cleavageof thesanecloneat theFok I site at nucleotide + 98, and a Bst NI site at
nucleotide +69 produc the templates used to prepare the other 3' truncated molecules. The
results of a typical binding assay with the 3' deleted fragments are shown In Figure 2B, and a
summaryofthedataarepresentedin Table 1. The lossof up to 23 nuclootidesfrom the 3' nd
of the RNA molecule redus the binding of TFI I IA only slightly, while the binding activity is
significantly reduced by the loss of a further 28 nucleotides. The data in Table 1 suggest that
the loss of structural ador sequ lnformation at the 3' end of the 5S RNA is less
detrimental to TF II IA binding than Is the loss of nucleotides at the 5' end.
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Figure 4. Nucleas probing of the RNA conformation In 5'-32p end labelled 1-98 fragment.
Incubationswere. 1. control (no nuclease), 2. 0. 1 URNase Tl,.3. 1 U RNase Ti, 4. 0.01 U
RNaseT2, 5. 0.1I U RNmeT2, 6. Ti1 sequencing reawtion,?7. base hydrolysis, 8. U2 sequencing
reaction, 9. 0.01 ngRNaseA. 10.0.1I ngRNaseA, 11.0.35 Ucobravenom nuclease, 12. 0.7U
cobra venom nuclease. Numbers to the right indicate the eune position.

2. Exchan of Truncted SS RNA Molecules Into 7S RNP
It has bwn reportd that the loss of 4 nucleotides from the 3' end of X.Ww 5S RNA

ocmpletely abolishes the ability of the RNA to exchange Into notive 7S RNP particles [2 1 . The
results presented above obtained with the filter binding assay Indicate that 5S RNA fragments
lacking up to 23 nucleotides from the 3' end still bind quite strongly to purified TFI I IA. The
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TABLE 2. Summary of Nuclease Digestion Data for 5' ad 3' Deletion Fragments8.
DATA FOR 5-DELETION FRAGMENTS

1 10 20 30 40 50 60
GCCURCGGCCRCRCCRCCCUGRRRGUGCCUGRUCUCGUCUGRUCUCRGRRGCGRURCRGG

10-121 ---------I . ...

---------I ....---

50-118 --------------------I--------.

70 80 90 100 110 120
GUCGGGCCUGGUURGURCCUGGRUGGGAGRCCGCCUGGGRRURCCRGGUGUCGURGGCUUU

10-121 seee * see. .....

40-118 *---- --- ..e--*-- sees.---
-----------1---

74-8 .Is 05005000000sel-
.______I o *** ** I-___

DATA FOR 3'-DELETION FAGMENTS
1 10 20 30 40 50 60
GCCURCGGCCRCRCCRCCCUGRRRGUGCCUGRUCUCGUCUGRUCUCRGRGCGRURCARGG

1-108 00000 .... .......1-98 ~~*@ **@@e*** ** ...
1-98e@ 0000000 000 0

**** ****** *, +
1-69 00 0 0 00*00000000*00 000 0. .

** * ***** *
70 SO 90 100 110 120

6UC66GCCUG6UURGURCCU66RU6G6RGRCCGCCU6GGRRURCCRGGU6UCGUA66CUUU
1-108 --00 00 1-_

. ** ....** * I .------------
1-98 ----------------------

_* **.. _ I.___________
I+

Oymbols 1ndWe: *, clesag 3' of the ilrd nucoid b ribonuclease T1. T2or A (single strand
specific); *, clewa 5' of the inditd nucleotide bV ribonucle VI; 1 -. border of deleted region.
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Figure 5. Summary of the results of the secondary structural analysis of daeletion fragments
of Ra&'s 5$ RNA. TOP: 10-r121 (left), 40-118, with an alternate conformation for the 40-
65 region (right), BOTTOMl: 50-118 (left), 74-118 (right).

ability of these fragments to exchange into 7S RNP was meaured using the conditions dosribed
b Andersen and Delhas[21, and the results of this experimentare shown in Figure 3. Ithis
obvious that aIlof the 3 truncated fragments did exchange into 7$ RNP, although differences In
the TFI A binding activity of the fragmnents were accentuated. Prolonged storage of the labelled
5$ RN4A and 1- 108 fragment resulted In some degradation of the RNA from radionucleolytic
damage (lane 1-4). However, the dgaded RNA did not exchange into the 7$ RNP (compare
lanes I and 2, for examnple) and therefore its presence did not affect the interpretation of the
experimental results. The exchange of the 1-98 and 1-69 fragments gave rise to particles
with a slower gel mobility than 7S RNP. This altered mobility probably reflects two
consequences of deleting a substantial portion of the SS RNA: a less compact oonformation of the
resulting RNP compared to 7S RNP and a decree in the negative charge density.
3. Conformation of Trunw 5S RNA Molecules

The reduction in Ka observed when oWyte 5S RNA is truncated may result from a loss of
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Figure 6. Summary of the results of the seoondery structural analysis of 3' deletion fragments
of X&xpus 5S RNA. TOP: 1- 108 (left), 1-69 (right), BOTTOM: Two possible structures for
the 1-98 fragment. The structure on the right is consistent with the lack of single strand
nuclease cleavages in the 1-9, 66-72 regions (see text).

structural and/or sequence information required for the optimal binding of TFI I IA. However, it
is also possible that some of the RNA fragments form unusual sacoday structures which are
unable to bind to the transcription factor. The structure of each fragment was analyzed using
limited nuclease digestion to probe for single stranded (nucleases T 1 , T2. A) and double
stranded (cobra venom nuclawe V 1 ) structural features. An autoradiogram of a sequencing gel
showing the analysis of the 1-98 fragment is presented in Figure 4. The results of similar
studies for all of the RNA fragments are summarized In Table 2 and Figures 5 and 6.
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The effect of 5' deletions on the relative stability of the remaining SS RNA secondary
structural features is indicated in Table 2 and Figure S. The deletion of up to 49 nucleotides has
no discernible effect on the structure of the helix IV-Y domain (Table 2). The loss of 9
nuclootides from the 5' terminus of the Intact 5S RNA apparently has no effect on the helix II -
III structural domain either, and the structural analysis of the 10-121 fragment Is consistent
with the disruption of helix I by the loss of the 5' pairing region.

In comparison, the loss of an additional 30 nuclootides leads to a dramatic difference in the
nuclems sensitivity of the 40-65 region of the 40-118 fragment (Table 2). These nuclootides
are normally involved in the formation of helices 11 and III In intact SS RNA, and were expected
to be single-stranded in the 40-1l8 fragment. In fact, this rgion of the fragment was cleaved
at a number of sites by the single strand specific nucleases T1 , T2, and A. There were also eight
cobra venom nuclea cleavages observed In this same region of the molecule, which Is usually
indicative of a double stranded structure. It has been demonstrated that cobra venom nuclease
cleaes within areas of highly stacked single stranded RNA [ 341. Therefore the top
conformation of the 40-65 region (Figure 5) would be consistent with both the single stranded
and oobra venom nuclease cleavage patterns. However, the data would also support an

equilibrium between two conformations as shown In Figure S (top right). Since the helix IV-Y
domain is Intact, and the 3' termInal portion of helix I is cleaved only by single strand specific
nuclea, the 40-65 region can presumably only form a base pairing arrangement with itself.
Of the various possible conformations, only the base paired structure shown is consistent with
all of the cobra venom nuclease data and many of the single stranded nucleas data. Therefore
the poor TFIIIA binding activity of the 40-l18 fragment is explained by the altered
conformation of the 40-65 region.

The 50-1 18 fragment similarly has an intact helix IY-V domain, but the 5' deletion In this
fragment exteds almost to the end of the helix I1-Ill domain. The remaining 15 nuclootides of
this domain apparently adopt a stacked single stranded conformation (Figure 5).

The nuclme digestion data Indicate that the 74- 1 18 fragment no longer retains any 5S
RNA-like structural elements. The lncreasd single stranded cleavages observed in the 78-88
region, combined with a loss of cobra venom sensitivity, suggests that helix IV is not formed in
this fragment. The structural data are consistent with the structure shown In Figure 5. The
pairing of nuclotides 92-98 with nucleotides 104- 110 has also been observed with a 76- 118
fragment of Apbw SS RNA [39].

The structural analysis of the 3' deletion fragments is summarized in Table 2 and Figure 6.
Thes fragnents meintain famillar SS RNA structural elements. Only theconformetional
analysis of the 1-98 fragment revealed seral unusual features. In Intact 5S RNA nucleotides
66-72 base palr with 103- 109 to form helix V, which lies within the region protected by
TFIIIA from modification (15-181. In the fragment nucleotides l-9 and 66-72 wers expectd
to be single stranded, yet only cobra venom nuclease cleaved within these regions (Table 2).
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Figure?. A. Titration of synthetic5$RNAs with TFIIIA under equilibrium binding conditions.
B. Competition between labelled wheat germ 5S RNA and unlabeled synthetic 5S RNAs for
binding to TFIIIA. Symbols used are: somatic, wild type 5S RNA (O), S'-somatic, 3'-oocyte
chimeric 5S RNA (A), 5'-occyte, 3'-somatic chimeric 5S RNA ( O), oocyte wild type 5S RNA
(0).

The first eight nuclootides of this fragment have a striking complementarity to the 66- 72
sequence, and It Is possible to draw a secondary structure for the 1-98 fragment which
accounts for the nuclease digestion data (Figure 6). In addition, cobra venom cleavages are
observed at residues 41-43 of lcop C In fragment 1-98, but are not observed In Intact 5S RNA,
or an of the other fragments except for much weaker cleavages at the same site in the 1- 108
fragment. The conformational adaptation of the 1-98 fragment clearly does not interfere with
TFI I IA binding, and the formation of a pseudo helix V structure Is probably responsible for the
retention of protein binding activity.
4. Binding of Somatic and Chimeric 5S RNA Molecules to TFI I IA

TFI I IA has a differential affinity for the somatic and ooVyte 5S RNA genes of &xpas [ 35].
In order to datermine whether a similar difference exists in the RNA-TFIIIA interaction, the
binding of the protein to the somatic, oyte and two chimeric 5S RNA molecules was measured.
The RNAs were synthesized from the constructs shown In Figure 1 B using T7 RNA polymerase.
RNA labelled internally using [a-32p1 OTP was used for the direct binding assays with TFI I IA
(Figure 7A). The relative binding affinities, averaged from several independent
determinations, are listed In Table 3. The somatic 5S RNA binds to TFIIIA approximately 1.7
times tighter than the oo,yto 5S RNA. Of the two chimeric RN molecules, the 5'-Xls chimer
has a binding affinity similar to somatic 5S RNA, while the 5'-Xlo chimer has a binding affinity
similar to oocyte 5S RNA (Table 3).

In a competition assay, the somatic 5S RNA gene has a four fold hlgher affinity for TFI I IA
compared to theoocyte gene (35]. Figure 7B shows the results of a similar competition assay
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TABLE 3. Relative Binding and COmpetition Strnths of X&wau 5S RNAs

RNA Binding' Competitionb

somatic 1.00 1.00

5'-somatic chimer 0.98 0.85

5'-oocyte chimer 0.85 0.42

oncyte 0.60 0.33

'ratio of K,(5S RNA)/K,(somatic 5S RNA)
bratio of concetrations of 5S RNA and somatic 5S RNA giving 502 competitive inhibition

which measures the abillty of the somatic, oocyte and chimeric 5S RNAs to compete with
labelled wheat germ 5S RNA for binding to TFIIIA. The relative competition strengths
datermined from this assay are listed in Table 3. In the competition assay, the somatic 5S RNA
has a three fold higher affinity for TFIIIA than does the oocyte 5S RNA, and the 5'-Xls chimer
has a competition strength similar to tho purely somatic 5S RNA. In the DNA-TFI I IA
Interaction, the higher affinity of the somatic gene for the protein is also the result of somatic-
specific nuclootides in the 5'-half of the gene (35].

DISCUSSION
The physical binding site for TFIIIA on the 5S RNA gene has been studied by deletion mapping

(1 ,2,35], footprinting (3,4], chemical modification (361, and mutational analysis (37,381.
An exact definition of the borders of the binding site was obtained by a combination of
footprinting experiments [ 3,4], and quantitative measurement of the effects that gene daletion
had on the transcriptional activity [1 ,2] and competition strength of 5S genes (35]. Deletions
from the 3' end of the gene up to nuclootide 98 had no effect either on transcriptional activity or
on the binding of TFI I IA, but both activities decreased rapidly upon the deletion of further
nucleotides [ 2,35]. Deletions from the opposite direction past nuclootide + 28 of the coding
region of the gne caused a significant reduction in competition strength and transcriptional
activity [1 ,35]. These results indicated that the region essential for the binding of TFIIIA to the
SS gene is contained within nucleotides + 47 to + 97. Even when this internal control region
( ICR) Is removed from the context of the 5S RNA gene, TFI I IA still binds and directs
transcription by RNA polymerase III [2].

The binding region for TFI I IA on 5S RNA has been Investigated by chemical modification and
nuclease digestion [ 15-18], and oncompasses nucleotides 52-1 1 0, with the primary site of
lnteractlon oentering upon the helix IV-V region of the molecule. In order to determine the
functional c ons es of removing the RNA binding site from the context of Intact SS RNA, we
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have measured the apparent association constants of a series of 5S RNA molecules which have
ben truncated fromsither the 3' or 5' terminus e

Deletions from the 3' end of oocyte 5S RNA up to position 98 had only a silght effect on the
binding of TFIIIA. This result was surprising in view of the fact that the TFII IA protection zone
includes nuclootides 99-1 10 [15-181. Further deletion of the RNA to nuclootide 69 resulted
in a 2.5 fold roduction in the affinity of the RNA for TFIIIA. In contrast, aten fold decrease in
transcriptional activity was observed when 3' deletion of the 5S gene was extended past
nucleotide 98 to nucleotide 83 [35].

Deletion of the first 10 nucleotides from the 5' end of the 5S RNA resulted in a small
decrease in binding affinity, while deletion of nuclootides 1-39 had a dramatic effect on the
bindingofTFIIIA. This 40-118 fragment still contains thecritical 52-110 regionandisa
reasonably strong competitive inhibitor of 5S gene transcription [191. Deletion of the 5' end of

the RNA up to nuclootides 50 and 74 resulted In a further decrease In TFI I IA binding activity.
These effects are similar to those observed for comparable deletions of the 5S RNA gene [35].

The interpretation of the above binding results is not straightforward, since a decres in

binding affinity may result either from the loss of nucleotides which form direct bonding
Interactions with the protein, or from a change in the conformation of the RNA. This dilemma is

perhaps best Illustrated by the poor binding activity of several fragments which contain the

intact 52-1 10 sequence, and the strong binding activity of the 1-98 fragment, which lacks 12

nucleotides of this sequence. The secondary structure of each fragment was therefore studied
using single strand and double strand specific nucleases to proWide information regrding the
conformational of thes deletions.
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The poor binding activity of S' deletion fragments which still contain the 52- 1 10 sequence

is related to a conformational change of the 40(50)-65 region from the helix 11-loopB-helix
Il1 structure found in 5S RNA. In the 40- 118 fragment, this rgion may alternate between
single stranded and partially base paired structures. In comparison, the strong binding activity
of the 1-98 fragment apparently is the result of the formation of a pseudo helix V structure
which pairs nucleotides 1-9 with 66-72. Therefore the loss of nucleotides 99-1 10 in this
fragment Is compensated for by a conformational change which maintalns the binding Interaction
with TFI I IA.

Based upon the binding data obtained with the truncated 5S RNA molecules and an

understanding of the conformational properties of these fragments, it is reasonable to conclude
that unlike the DNA-TFIIIA interaction, the binding site on 5S RNA cannot be removed from Its
sequence context and retain a completeinteraction with TFIIIA. This difference ls a consequence
of the fact that plaoement of the ICR in a plasmid does not remove it from the conformational
context of supercoiled DNA, while the deletion of 5S RNA sequences often disrupts the tertiary
structure of the molecule In a way that reduces TFI I IA binding. Although the results of
footprinting TFIIIA on 5S RNA suggest that the primary site of interaction lies within
nucleotides 52- 1 10 of the RNA 15- 181, the fragment binding studies suggest that
conformational requirements define the minimum TFI I IA binding site to be nuclootides 1 1 to
108. The alteration of the helix I1-Ill structure resulted in a more dramatic reduction in

TFIIIA binding than the deletion of the helix IV-V region of the 5S RNA. This result suggests that
helix Il-I1l may play a more important role in the interaction with the protein than was
indicated by the footprinting experiments [ 15- 18].

The binding data that we have obtained with RNA fragments can be compared to a similar
study using an exchange assay (2 1). The exchange of labelled 5S RNA fragments into 7S RNP is

abolished upon the deletion of een a few nuclootides from either terminus [21]. The fragments
used In the present study also exchange into 7S RNP, although with a lower efficiency than
Intact 5S RNA. The discrepancy in the results obtained with the two assays is most likely
related to the methods emplcyed to detect RNA-TFI I IA complexes. In the exchange assay, 7S RNP
complexes are separated from free RNA on non-denaturing polyacrylamide gels. However, the
complexes can only be observed when the component concentration in the assay is greater than 1

pM, a concentration which Is three orders of magnitude higher than the dissociation constant for
5S RNA-TFIIIA complexes as measured by filter binding [1 8] and DNase footprinting assays

[20). Apparently RNA-TFIIIA complexesare not stable under the conditions of eloctrophoresis
employed, and the complexes formed by the exchange of RNA fragments are likely to been less

stable. In contrast, the stability of RNA-TFIIIA complexes to filtration has been clearly

demonstrated [ 18].
While this manuscript was In preparation, a report was published on the analysis of the
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competition strength of 5' deletion fragments of 5S RNA measured using a transcription assay
[39]. n contrast to the results reported here, Pieler and co-workers have found that much of
the 5' region of the 5S RNA can be deleted with only a slight decrease in the ability of the RNA to
compete with the gene for the binding of TF II IA [ 19,39]. These results were obtained using a
single RNA concentration of ca. 0.1- 1 pM, well above the Kd values measured for similar
fragments using the filter binding assay (e.g. Figure 2A). Therefore, the RNA concentration used
in the competition assay was saturating for most of the fragments studied, leading to an
overestimate of the relative binding strengths. In comparison, the relative binding strengths
meaured in this paper are more precisely defined as the ratio of the apparent association
constants for the RNA fragment and intact 5S RNA.

TFIIIA has a four fold higher affinity for the somatic 5S RNA gene compared to the oocyte 5S
RNA gen[ 35]. We have synthesized somatic and ooyte 5S RNAs from cloned genes using T7
RNA polymerase. The synthetic oocyt 5S RNA is indistinguishable from natural o&yto 5S RNA
in its binding interaction with TFIIIA and in its secondary structure as determined by nuclease
digestion (I.S. and P.J.R. In preparation). The results of both direct binding experiments and
competition experiments indicate that TFI I IA has a higher affinity for the somatic vs. oocyto 5S
RNA. By reconstructing the synthetic genes, two chimeric 5S RNA molecules were created, and
from the binding experiments, it Is apparent that the increased affinity of TFIIIA for somatic 5S
RNA is related to nuclootide differences in the 5' region of the two RNAs. A similar result was
obtained in a study on the competition strength of chimeric 5S RNA genes [35]. In this respect
the DNA and RNA binding properties of TFIIIA are identical.

The results of the experiments described here can be combined with data obtained for the
binding of other eukaryotic 5S RNAs [ 18-21 ], in order to compile a preliminary consensus
binding site for TFIIIA. It is apparent from the structure shown in Figure 8 that even given the
limited amount of data, there is very little sequence homology In most stems. Highly conserved
sequences occur primarily In the single stranded loops, and helix IV. The binding data obtained
with truncated molecules of oocyto 5S RNA imply that helix I is not required for the binding of
the transcription factor. It has been proposed that a repeating CCUG base paired structure in
helices IV and V is an important structural feature for the binding of TFI I IA to Xi&Ww $S RNA
[16]. The consensus structure shows however that the CCUGG sequence Is conserved in helix IV,
but not helix V. Of course, it is still possible that a CCUGG sequence Is required in helix V of
A&'Wus oocyte 5S RNA, but its absence in other eukaryotic 5S RNAs is compensated for by
other sequence changes.

Clearly, further study Is required before a comprehensive consensus binding site for TFI I IA
can be drawn. The development of an i/ v/tro method for synthesizing altered A&7ws 5S RNA
in the amounts necessary for detailed structural and functional studies will make it possible to
determine which nuclootides of 5S RNA are essential for the interaction with TFI IIA.
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